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WHAT IS PHOTOGRAMMETRY?

• THE USE OF PHOTOGRAPHY IN SURVEYING AND MAPPING TO MEASURE AND CREATE MODELS, MAPS AND DIAGRAMS.
WHAT AND HOW DOES IT HELP IN THE TEXTILE MARKETS

• CRAWL, WALK, AND RUN STEPS TO AUTOMATION. PHOTOGRAMMETRY IN MY VIEW IS ONE OF YOUR FIRST STEPS TO LEARNING CAD AND MODELING. A GOOD PATHWAY TO MORE COMPLEX CONCEPTS.

• DIGITALLY STORE AND EASILY FIND YOUR PATTERNS VS. PHYSICAL PATTERNS THAT CONSUME MUCH SPACE AND CAN BE UNRULY TO ORGANIZE OR GET LOST.

• HAVING A PATTERN IS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY THAT ADDS VALUE TO YOUR COMPANY WHEN YOU GO TO SELL OR WHEN YOU SIMPLY NEED TO MAKE THAT PRODUCT AGAIN.

• CONVERT A PAPER PATTERN TO A DIGITAL PATTERN FOR THE PURPOSES OF AUTOMATED CUTTING OR RE-PLOT THE PATTERN TO WORK MANUALLY.
HOW DO I GET STARTED

• DESIGNATE AN AREA TO TAKE PICTURES OF PATTERNS. TRY AND PICK A SPACE THAT ALLOWS YOU TO HAVE THE CAMERA MOUNTED ABOUT 15'-20' HIGH SO THAT YOU CAN TAKE 1 PICTURE VS MANY THAT HAVE TO BE DIGITALLY SEEMED. (YOUR AVERAGE PATTERN SIZE AND LENS ANGLE WILL DETERMINE THE SPACE YOU NEED.) WE USE A 20' BY 12' SPACE THAT ALSO HAPPENS TO BE OUR FLOOR IN OUR RECEIVING AREA.

• CLEAR THAT SPACE IF POSSIBLE AND IF NOT MAKE CARTS THAT WHEEL IN AND OUT FOR A CLEARER SPACE. WE RECOMMEND PAINTING THE FLOOR A HIGH CONTRAST COLOR TO THAT OF YOUR PATTERN MARKER IF USING SEMI OR CLEAR PATTERN PAPER OR CONTRAST TO YOUR PATTERN MEDIA IF IT IS A SOLID. YOUR PATTERN LINES NEED TO CONTRAST SO THEY ARE EASILY SEEN AGAINST A BACK DROP.

• LIGHTING: A DIM LIGHT WILL NOT HELP YOU SEE YOUR PATTERN MARKS WELL. LIKE ANY PHOTOGRAPHY YOU NEED GOOD LIGHT. TEND NOT TO LIKE FLORESCENT LIGHT AS THE LIGHT PULSES AND CAN PRODUCE GRAINY OR STROBED PICTURES. OPT FOR AN LED LIGHT AND IF POSSIBLE AND IN BUDGET A FEW OF THEM. WE HAVE AN OVER HEAD AND SIDE STREET LAMP LED AS THE LIGHT IS CLEAN AND SUPER BRIGHT. STRAIGHT DOWNLIGHTS CAN REFLECT OFF OF THE SHINY CANVEX TEMPLATE PLASTIC.
GETTING STARTED

• EQUIPMENT: YOU WILL WANT TO TRY AND PERMANENTLY MOUNT A CAMERA CENTERED ABOVE THE DESIGNATED AREA. YOU WILL WANT A CAMERA WITH A MINIMUM OF 20MP AND MILD LENS DISTORTION. A FISH EYE LENS WILL SEE MORE AREA BUT HAS TOO MUCH LENS DISTORTION! WE HAVE FOUND THAT A 55MM TO 75MM LENS RANGE WORKS WELL AT 20’ THE CAMERA MUST BE DIGITAL AND SHOULD BE A DSLR BODY STYLE LIKE A CANNON REBEL OR NIKON D7200.

• IF YOUR CEILING IS LOWER, OR YOU USE A TABLE, THEN DOWN TO A 20MM LENS CAN BE USED. NON-ZOOM LENS IS PREFERRED.

• A CAMERA THAT CAN BE SET UP FOR REMOTE POWER, REMOTE SHUTTER RELEASE, AND REMOTE VIEWING / IMAGE DOWNLOAD IS BEST. THAT WAY CAMERA REMAINS MOUNTED ALWAYS.
HERE IS OUR LAYOUT

20' x 12' white epoxy floor. We use Canvex as pattern media mainly.

25MP Cannon DSLR with 55MM to 70MM with auto stabilization lens mounted to ceiling. (Fans can jiggle)

USB cable from camera to a portable laptop. Laptop connected to our network to file images automatically.

AC power adapter from camera battery to 110V outlet

LED street lamp
SOFTWARE & HARDWARE

- We and many others use Photomodeler®. For 2D templates, the Photomodeler Standard is sufficient.

- [HTTP://WWW.PHOTOMODELER.COM/PRODUCTS/MODELER/DEFAULT.HTML](HTTP://WWW.PHOTOMODELER.COM/PRODUCTS/MODELER/DEFAULT.HTML)

- We don’t use any other add on’s as Photomodeler is so powerful alone. They offer great support and have a huge library on YouTube for tutorials.

- Camera calibration is not too difficult on your own camera.

- They offer trial versions to play with. Expect to spend about $995 for base software and about $700 to $1000 for a camera, lens, a long USB extension cable, and the power cord for the camera. You don’t want to use the battery likely as you will have to turn the camera on each time vs doing so from your PC.

- Pre owned is new to you. We buy certified refurbished laptops and cabling from New Egg and pre owned camera gear from Amazon and saved much more! Always buy same brand name parts like the camera power supply and lens for a Canon camera should be made by Canon so they are 100% compatible. Many will say they are but you are likely to run into trouble. I would not go there.
LENS CALIBRATION

• THE SOFTWARE NEEDS TO KNOW THE CAMERA SETTINGS. THE SOFTWARE, VIDEOS AND SUPPORT WILL WALK YOU THOUGH THE CALIBRATION STAGE BUT I WILL PROVIDE AN OVER VIEW OF WHAT WE DID.

• PHOTOMODELER COMES WITH PRINTED TARGETS THAT YOU CAN PHOTO COPY OR PRINT. WE SET THEM UP AT DIFFERENT HEIGHTS AND TAKE PICTURES FROM DIFFERENT ANGLES. CAMERA SHOULD NOT BE MOUNTED DURING THIS STAGE AS YOU WANT A FEW ANGLED SHOTS OF THE FIXED TARGETS SO THE SOFTWARE CAN TRIANGULATE AND CALIBRATE THE LENS. WE HAVE CALIBRATED SOME SMART PHONES BUT FIND THE FIND A FIXED POSITION WITH A DSLR CAMERA AND REMOTE CAMERA CONTROLS IS BEST FOR PAPER PATTERN TO CAD CONVERSIONS.

• IMPORT THE PICTURES AND FOLLOW THE CALIBRATION INSTRUCTIONS AND YOUR CAMERA IS NOW CALIBRATED FOR 2D AND 3D WORK!
LENS CALIBRATION EXAMPLE

Target sheets are laid out at different heights
Pictures taken from various angles.
Import pix into software and run the lens camera & lens calibration program.
SETTING A SCALE ON YOUR FLOOR

• IT IS TIME CONSUMING TO HAVE TO SET UP SCALING TARGETS EACH TIME. SO YOU CAN CUT 8 TO 12 TARGETS OUT AND PUT CLEAR EPOXY OVER THEM. HOWEVER, WE FIND IT SIMPLE TO JUST PLACE BLACK DOTS ON OUR FLOOR AND PUT CLEAR TAPE OVER THEM. WATCH FOR LIGHTING DOES NOT CAUSE REFLECTIONS.

• WE THEN MOUNT THE CAMERA AND MAKE ADJUSTMENTS TO CAPTURE AS MUCH SPACE AS POSSIBLE AND YOU WILL WANT THE LENS AT FULL ZOOM, (NOT DIGITAL ZOOM). A NON-ZOOM LENS IS PREFERRED.

• WE THEN MEASURE THE CENTER OF EACH DOT TO EACH DOT AND RECORD THESE DIMENSIONS. WE TAKE A PICTURE OF THE BLACK DOT TARGETS AND TELL THE SOFTWARE THE LOCATION OF EACH DOT AND ITS RELATIVE DISTANCE. WE FIND A FLAT TAPE WORKS BEST IF YOU DO NOT ALREADY HAVE A 3D DIGITIZER. TAKE DIMENSIONS A FEW TIMES AND AVERAGE IF YOU ARE OFF SLIGHTLY. WITH SOME PRACTICE YOU CAN ACHIEVE ABOUT A .01 - .032” ACCURACY. THE MORE ACCURATE YOU ARE AT THIS STAGE THE MORE ACCURATE YOUR PATTERNS WILL BE.
EXAMPLES OF OUR SCALE

At the left is our main shot after the camera is mounted. NOTE: The small black dots. (This image was prior to our LED street lamp.)

The dots not only provide the extents of what the camera can see when we put a pattern down but also calibrate a known scale that the software knows based on the measurements and lens angles from calibration.

We have clear tape over the target dots so they don’t get marked or removed. Like many of you we too work in a smaller space and this space sees a lot of foot traffic and products coming in and out of the shop. We maintain by mopping, but eventually we always have to re-paint and set the scale again.
READY, SET, & GO!

• YOU HAVE DONE ALL THE HARD WORK AND NOW IT IS TIME TO USE IT. WHILE A PACKAGE FROM THE SOFTWARE CO. OR OTHERS CAN OFFER A TURNKEY CAMERA CALIBRATED YOU WILL ALWAYS HAVE TO SET THE SCALE AND WORK SPACE, CONNECT A PC, CORDS AND FULL SET UP. NOTHING WE ARE AWARE OF WILL DO THE COMPLETE WORK YOU NEED TURN KEY.

• TAKE A PAPER OR PLASTIC PATTERN AS TRADITIONAL. WE LAYOUT OURS FLAT AND WILL USE TAPE TO HOLD IT DOWN. I KNOW SOME SHOPS HAVE THE ROOM FOR A VACUUM TABLE TO HOLD THE PATTERN. THAT WOULD BE BEST IF YOU PROCESS A LOT OF PAPER.

• FOR PATTERNS LARGER THAN YOUR AREA SIMPLY MAKE MATCH MARKS ON THE PATTERN AND TAKE MULTIPLE PHOTOS. YOU CAN MARRY THE MATCH MARKS FROM ONE PICTURE TO THE NEXT IN THE SOFTWARE TO CREATE A LARGE PATTERN.
PICTURES OF SAMPLE PATTERNS
TO SAVE, ORGANIZE, AND RETRIEVE YOUR PATTERN

AT THIS TIME YOU ARE NOW ABLE TO STORE ANY PATTERN FOR SAFE KEEPING! I WOULD RECOMMEND SETTING UP AN EXCEL SHEET OR DATABASE TO TRACK WHERE YOU WILL STORE YOUR PATTERNS. ALL OF MY PATTERNS ARE STORED IN THEIR OWN FOLDER UNDER A MAIN FOLDER CALLED PATTERNS. THE CUSTOMER/PROJECT FOLDER HAS A GENERIC NAME, (E.G. – AA0001), THAT INCREMENTS UP EACH TIME, (E.G. AA0002), PER PROJECT. THIS ALLOWS FOR 10'S OF THOUSANDS OF PATTERNS TO BE STORED AND ORGANIZED FOR RETRIEVAL. THE EXCEL SHEET HAS A LINK TO THE FOLDER WHERE ALL THE DATA IS IN FOR THAT PROJECT, AND LISTS OTHER SEARCHABLE INFORMATION LIKE CUSTOMER, YEAR, MAKE, MODEL, ADDRESS, HULL ID, ETC.., ETC.. WE CAN USE THE FIND FEATURE IN EXCEL TO SEARCH FOR ANY OF THE DATA AND THEN CLICK THE LIKE TO ARRIVE AT THE FOLDER WITH ALL THE DIGITAL INFORMATION IN IT.
WORKING A 2D PATTERN

- You now have a digital picture that can be imported into Photomodeler. As you can see from the pattern example we tend to not finish drawing all seem allowances and other details on our paper pattern. We do this now in CAD. Years ago we were slower at CAD and sometimes we would just take the photo to save the fully worked pattern and simply work the pattern manually and that works fine.

- However, just like sewing you get faster with experience and today we can draw faster in CAD than a human can manually and when we work a pattern in CAD we have the benefit of sending to the cutter and plotter, know the exact yardage needed before we order, cut and mark all materials and reinforcements and then pre kit all the zippers, binding, fasteners et al in a repurposed drum of sheet goods. A sewing machinist will never have to leave their sewing station. Everything they need is there and ready and no bad back leaning over cutting tables makes for happy workers!
HOW TO WORK A PATTERN

• AT THIS TIME AUTOMATIC DIGITIZING OF LINES AND EDGES IN PATTERNS IS NOT VIABLE BY SOFTWARE. SOME OF THESE METHODS PRODUCE INFORMATION OVERLOAD.

• IT DOES NOT KNOW WHAT YOU WANT AND WHAT YOU DON’T WANT IN THE PICTURE OF YOUR PATTERN. SOFTWARE CAN PICK UP EDGE DETAILS BUT WE HAVE FOUND THESE TO BE MISLEADING AND IT MAKES MISTAKES! SO WE TELL IT WHAT WE WANT AND WHAT WE DON'T. NOT THE OTHER WAY AROUND. WE FIND IT MORE ACCURATE, FAST AND EASY TO TELL THE SOFTWARE WHAT WE WANT AND DON'T. THE SOFTWARE KNOWS THE SCALE OF THE PATTERN BY THE POSITION OF THE FIXED TARGETS THAT ARE SCALED AND YOUR CAMERA THAT IS CALIBRATED. SO YOUR PICTURE OF YOUR PATTERN IS SCALED EXACTLY AND THIS IS WHAT MOST THINK IS PATTERN RECOGNITION. HOWEVER, IT IS ONLY SCALED. WE HOPE THAT FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS OF AUTOMATIC TRACING WILL IMPROVE TO REMOVE SOME OF THE MORE TEDIOUS WORK.

• IMPORT YOUR PATTERN PHOTO INTO THE SOFTWARE. PICK OUT THE CENTER OF AS MANY TARGETS AS YOU CAN SEE WITH YOUR MOUSE. THE SOFTWARE WILL GUIDE YOU STEP BY STEP AND THIS ASSURES THE SCALE IS SET, & THE CAMERA SELECTED IS CALIBRATED.
HOW TO WORK A PATTERN

• USING PHOTOMODELER BEGIN TO TRACE OUT YOUR PATTERN WITH A MOUSE. AT THIS STAGE OR IN CAD YOU CAN ADD MORE LINES, (CUT, SEW, TICK, REINFORCEMENTS, ZIPPERS, ETC.), OR CONNECT LINES AND WORK THE PATTERN LIKE YOU WOULD BY HAND TO FINISH IT OFF. WE TEND TO JUST TRACE OUT WHAT WE HAVE AND THEN IMPORT THE FILE INTO 2D CAD TO DO THE FINAL WORK AS WE ARE FASTER IN CAD THAN IN PHOTOMODELER.

• IN CAD WE ADD IN ALL DETAILS AND THEN DESIGN THE NESTED CUT FILE AND DESIGN A SEWING MAP SO THAT ALL PARTS CAN BE CUT & SEWN TOGETHER. AGAIN EVERYTHING IS GIVEN TO THE SEWER SO THEY JUST SEW! NEEDLES GOING UP AND DOWN = $$$$
SAMPLE: BOW PAD AND BOW COVER PATTERN

Counter Clockwise from top left:
• Added front and back track
• Took paper pattern
• Took picture of pattern
• Traced in Photomodeler and cleaned in CAD
• Designed for upholstery
• Designed cover for upholstery.
• CNC Cut & Plot
• Sew all
• Install all

Sorry pic only with cover on! Upholstery is sweet too as I saw it on the bench.
3"T Cushions have a fabric hinge and folds in half with a mesh back for drain. Tracks holds cushion and cover fore and aft. Upholstery zips onto Keder & track on top and bottom. Under snap tabs on upholstery with Gypsy snaps holds the sides. Sunbrella cover zips on with double zipper top and bottom on the Keder welt. Undersides of upholstery fasten to boat and cover snaps on sides to tabs under the cushion for a clean look.

All was designed in CAD, CNC cut and plotted and all materials where pre-kitted and given to a sewer. The plastic pattern was used to mark & cut the 3" foam. All was sewn and then delivered to boat and installed.

The process is faster, repeatable and produces quality goods. Not one person, knows the entire process and fear of training your next competitor is gone. With more practice you will become fast and good. Just as you have learning to pattern and sew. Next steps are to learn 3D CAD and 3D templating.
BACKGROUND

I HAVE SPENT THE PAST 8 YEARS IN THIS TRADE, (MAY 2008). WHILE MARCO CANVAS IS PART OF MY FAMILIES BUSINESSES SINCE 1920, I RARELY SPENT ANY TIME IN THIS TRADE AS MY FATHER DISCOURAGED ME FROM THIS WORK AND I LEARNED METAL WORKING AND PROCESS ENGINEERING. AFTER GRADUATION & WITH SO MUCH WORK LEAVING THE USA I SPENT MOST OF MY TIME TRAVELING THE GLOBE WHERE I BECAME A GLOBAL BUSINESS MANAGER FOR KENNAMETAL INC. (NYSE = KMT), AND HELPED COMPANIES DESIGN, IMPROVE AND SET UP COMPLEX MANUFACTURING PROCESSES. IT WAS A VERY REWARDING CAREER BUT TOO MUCH TIME AWAY FROM HOME AND YOUNG KIDS STEERED ME BACK HOME AND TO MY FAMILIES BUSINESS WHICH MY FATHER WAS CLOSING IN 2008 WITH A LOYAL STAFF OF 3. WE TOOK A GAMBLE IN THE WORST ECONOMY AND BOUGHT MCU LLC. MY GOAL EVER SINCE HAS BEEN TO AUTOMATE AND TURN THIS BUSINESS FROM A TRADE/ART TO THAT OF SCIENCE AND MATH. I SEE IN THIS TRADE WHAT I SAW HAPPEN TO MAIN STREAM MANUFACTURING AND THE ONLY WAY TO COMPETE IS TO HAVE THE BEST PRODUCT, IN THE FASTEST TIME AND AT A MARKET RATE ACCEPTABLE. TO LEARN THIS TRADE OVER THE PAST 8 YEARS I HAVE COUNTED ON MANY OF YOU. I HOPE THIS HELPS YOU AND YOUR SHOP REACH YOUR DREAMS. IT HAS HELPED US AND WE NOW EMPLOY A STAFF OF 18 PERSONS IN DIVERSE TALENT, (YOUNGEST IS 20 AND OLDEST IS 66), AND WE ARE STILL TAKING MARKET SHARE. GOING DIGITAL IS NOT FOR EVERYONE AND I KNOW THAT, BUT IF IT IS ONE YOUR TO DO LIST JUST UNDERSTAND IT IS A COMMITMENT WITH MANY OBSTACLES. I AM CERTAIN NO ONE LEARNED THEIR SKILLS OVER NIGHT. GOOD LUCK AND GOD BLESS!

SINCERELY,

EDWARD J SKRZYNSKI (OWNER)
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